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Adding Decimals Name: _________ _ 

Circle all the problems with sums less than S. 

Then find the exact sums of only the problems you circled. 

D 0.24+4.25 IJ 4.8 + 0.16 II 2.31 + 2.075 

11 2.31 + 2.1 B o.9o9 + 4.o9 D 3.99 + 1.109 

a 2.675 + 2.325 D 3.775 + 0.225 fJ 2.06 + 2.933 

Im 2.6 + 2.933 m 1 .809 + 3.091 m 3.01 + 1 .991 

m 1.83 + 3.1 + 0.1 m 0.012 + 3.79 + 1.101 m 2.6 + 2.04 + 0.099 

£a What strategies did you use to solve the problems?
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Subtracting Decimals to Hundredths Name: _________ _ 

The answers are mixed up at the bottom of the page. Cross out the answers 

as you complete the problems. 

D 7.s - 1.2

11 6.12 - o.7 

fJ 105.53 - 9 9.28 

Im 5.05 - 0.56 

m 12 - 4.39 

Answers 

6.25 

4.49 

7.24

Oi-Ready 

5.26 

8.25 

5.4 

a 10.75 - 4.13 

e 41.5 - 33.25 

D 9.46 - 3.68 

m 31.27 - 23.67 

m 1,280.01 - 1,272.77 

6.62 

7.61

8.02 

8.1 

6.98 

5.78 
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IJ 20.2 - 14.8 

D 15.9 - a.92 

m 74 - 65.9 

m 256.4 - 248.38 

m 500.2 - 494.94 

7.6 

5.42 

6.3 

15 
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Using Estimation with Decimals Name: __________ _ 

Solve the problems. 

D Lori needs at least 12 liters of water to fill a water cooler. She has a container with 4.55 liters of 

water, a container with 3.25 liters of water, and a container with 4.85 liters of water. Does she 

have enough water? Use estimation only to decide. Explain why you are confident in your 

estimate. 

fJ Nia wants the total weight of her luggage to be no more than 50 kilograms. She has three

suitcases that weigh 15.8 kilograms, 17.42 kilograms, and 16.28 kilograms. Is the total weight 

within the limit? Use only estimation to decide. Explain how you know your estimate gives you 

the correct answer. 

II Omar measures one machine part with length 4.392 centimeters and another part with length 

6.82 centimeters. What is the difference in length? Use estimation to check your answer for 

reasonableness. 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.19 **

Decimal Sums and Differences 

What You Need 

• Recording Sheet

What You Do 

1. Take turns. Choose an equation from the

equation bank.

2. Use number sense, estimation, or mental math

to decide if the equation is true or false.

Explain your reasoning to your partner.

3. Your partner checks your work by simplifying

both sides of the equation.

4. Write the equation in the correct column on

the Recording Sheet.

S. Continue until all of the equations are written

in the correct column.

- '1 Check

"If Understanding

Fi11d the sum or 

difference. 

19.98 + 4.06

130.78 - 54.05 

38.05 - 15.25 = 23.25 

I kriolN tt,at 0.05 arid 0.05 

iS' 0.10 S'O tl,ere S'hould be 

a O iri tl,e l,uridredtt,s 

place of tt,e sum. Tt,e 

e�uatiori mvS't be false. 

Work with your partner. For each False equation, make it a True equation by adjusting the operation 

or a number. Rewrite the equation using the correct answer. 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.19 ** Recording Sheet 

Decimal Sums and Differences 

Equation Bank 

45.1 + 18.43 = 229.4 

48.06 + 67.50 = 115.1 

19.14 + 5.4 = 24.54 

36.4 + (12.12 + 21.76) = 70.92 

True 

Number and Operations in Base Ten I Level 5 

Partner A 
--------

Partner B 
--------

86.4 - 12.59 = 73.81 

56.2 - (12.1 + 43.76) = 2.34 

112.23 - 6.15 = 106.38 

109.78 - 86.06 = 23.72 

False 

(!)Curnculum Ass,,ci:11es. LLC 
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Adding Fractions with 
Unlike Denominators 

Name: __________ _ 

Add. 

D l+l 
2 4 

n l+l 
Ill 3 4 

,,.. .Z.+l � 8 3 

fJ l+l 
2 8 

n l+l 
Iii 4 6 

m l+l
2 5 

IJ l+l 
2 3 

n l+l Iii 3 5 

a .Z.+l 
U 9 6 

m What is a different common denominator you could use in problem 2? Describe how you would

add the fractions using this different common denominator. Is the result equivalent to the sum 

found in problem 2? 
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Subtracting Fractions with 
Unlike Denominators 

Name: _________ _ 

Subtract. 

n _!__l 
U 2 5 

m How could you check your work in problem 4? Describe each step.
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Ready® Center Activity 5.21 **

Add and Subtract Fractions 

What You Need 

• 10 game markers in one color

• 10 game markers in a different color

• Game Board

What You Do 

1. Take turns. Roll the number cube.

2. Find the denominator that matches your toss in

the table.

3. Choose an addition or subtraction expression on

the Game Board that can be solved using that

number as a denominator. If none of the

remaining expressions can be solved using that

denominator, your turn ends.

4. Tell your partner how you would solve the

problem using that denominator. If your partner

agrees, rewrite the expression on the Game

Board. Then find the sum or difference.

5. Place a game marker on the space on the Game

Board.

6. Continue until all of the expressions have been

solved.

7. The partner with more game markers on the

Game Board wins the game.

 

_ '1 Check

fll Understanding

Find the sum or 

difference. Show 
yourw�rk. 

1 3 4 1 

12
+

4 5-2

Toss I Denominator 

4 

6 

0 8 

10 

0 12 

0 20 

Choose three subtraction expressions on the Game Board. Change the operation from subtraction 

to addition and find the sum using a different denominator than was used in the game. Exchange 

papers with your partner to check. 

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level 5 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.21 ** Game Board 

Add and Subtract fractions 

1+3 
6 4 

2 1 

3 6 

7 

8 

3 

4 

3 

4 

1 

3 

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level 5 

3 1 
---

8 4 

7 3 

10 5 

1+2 
2 5 

l+l 
2 4 

1+3 
2 4 

2 3 
---

3 6 

3 6 
---

4 20 

Partner A _______ _ 

Partner B _______ _ 

5 

6 

1 

2 

3 7 
---

4 10 

4 

5 

1 

4 
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Adding with Mixed Numbers 

Add. 

D �+l 8 8 
fJ �+l 

8 4 

Name: _________ _ 

IJ �+l
8 2 

m 3 5 
2-+-

4 6 

m What strategy did you use to solve problem 3? Describe each step.
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Subtracting with Mixed Numbers Name: _________ _ 

Subtract. 

n 21 _ 11U 4 3

m 141- 9} 
W 8 6

m What pattern did you notice in problems 1 through 3? Explain how this helped you subtract.
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Ready® Center Activity 5.24 ** 

Use Fraction Vocabulary 

What You Need 

• Recording Sheet

What You Do 

1. Read the problem on the Recording Sheet.

Think about how to solve it.

2. Read the paragraphs that tell how to solve the

problem.

3. Use words and numbers from the word bank

and number bank to fill in the blanks. Some

words and numbers may be used more

than once.

4. Take turns. After you fill in a blank, your

partner fills in the next one.

S. When all the blanks are filled in, read the

paragraphs aloud. Do they make sense?

6. Fix any mistakes if you need to.

� 
Read the situations below. 

Sean says i - � is less than 1 because i is less than 1.

Gina modeled both fractions and saw that i - � is less than 1.

_ ti Check

"1f Understanding

Thomas says that 
7 9 · 

· 

6
15 

- 4TI> 1s about 2.

Is he correct? Use

fraction vocabulary 

to support your 

answer. 

Yov mi 9 J.,t d,an9e yovr

mind after yov fill in 

5'ome blank,. It 1

, okay to 

era,e! 

Write two sentences using at least three words from the Recording Sheet to tell how each student 

most likely made his or her estimate. Exchange papers with your partner to check. 

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level 5 

,,,.tr 
f ''',

�,� �ij v -I' /, .J' y 
.,,,.,--- .)•(-. ,__.. 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.24 ** Recording Sheet Partner A ________ _ 

Partner B ________ _ 

Use Fraction Vocabulary 

Janine has containers of baking chocolate. One container 
weighs i pound. The other container weighs �: pound. 
How many pounds of baking chocolate does she have? 

To add fractions, they must have ________ . The 

fractions in the problem have--------· The 

_______ of 5 and 15 is------, so I can use 

that number as the ______ _ 

First, I write i as an ______ with a _____ _

of 15. 1
5 
= D 

15 

Then, I add the numerators of both fractions in the problem. 

The answer is Q, which is a fraction greater than 1.

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level 5 

Word lank 

benchmark fraction 

common 
denominator 

denominator 

equivalent fraction 

fraction strip 

least common 
multiple 

like denominators 

unlike denominators 

Number Bank 

4 

5 

12 

13 

15 

25 

<DCurnculum Ass<•ci:ues. LLL 
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Estimating in Word Problems 
with Fractions 

Name: _________ _ 

Solve the problems. Estimate to tell if your solution is reasonable. Show your work. 

D Jim mails one package that weighs% pound and another that weighs i pound. What is the total 

weight of both packages? 

fJ Rosa needs st yards of ribbon for a crafts project. She already has 2fr yards of ribbon. How 

many more yards of ribbon does she need to buy? 

II To make fruit punch, Tyrone needs 3% quarts of orange juice and 3i quarts of cranberry juice. 

How many quarts of juice does he need in all? 
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Estimating in Word Problems 
with Fractions continued

Name: __________ _ 

II Lin spent i hour on math homework and 1! hours on science homework. How many hours in 

all did she spend on homework for both subjects? 

D Sandra rode her bike 9f miles on Monday and 6� miles on Tuesday. How many more miles did 

she ride on Monday than on Tuesday? 

B How can you make a high estimate for the sum of two fractions in a word problem? 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.23 ** 

Estimate fraction Sums and Differences 

What You Need 

• number cube

• 12 game markers in one color for Partner A

• 12 game markers in a different color for Partner B

• Game Board

What You Do 

1. Take turns. Roll the number cube. Read the

estimate next to that toss in the table.

2. Use estimation to find an expression on the

Game Board that has a sum or difference that

matches that estimate. If there are none, your

turn ends.

3. Point to the sum or difference and explain

your reasoning to your partner.

4. Your partner checks your answer by 

calculating the sum or difference. If you are

correct, place a game marker on the

expression.

5. Continue until all the squares are covered.

6. The player with the most markers on the

Game Board wins.

Toss 

(:ff) 

0 

EJ 

0 

0 

0 

_ '1 Check
"1f Understanding

Estimate. ls the sum 

or difference greater -

than or less than 1? 

.i+l 1I-� 
6 5 3 10 

Explain your 

reasoning .. 

I Estimate 

Less than 1! 

Between 1! and 2

Greater than 2 

Less than li 

Between 1 i and 2

Greater than 2 

Write an addition or subtraction expression that matches each estimate in the table. Ask your partner 

to use estimation to classify each expression. 

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level S 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.23 ** Game Board 

Estimate fraction Sums and Differences 

3 45--3-
4 9 

1 S 2---
2 6 

1 1 3--2-
2 8 

13 + 5 

4 8 

4 1 8--7-
5 8 

Partner A _______ _ 

Partner B _______ _ 

7 2 2---
8 3 

3 3 1---
5 10 

I ca() vs-e bef)cJ,mark fractiof)> af)d f)Vmber S"ef)S°e to estimate 

s-vmS" af)d differef)ces-. 

2 + l
{ i is- le» tJ,af) #- if is- le» tJ,af) l

5 8 TJ,e s-vm is le» tJ,ari 1.

3 3 { 11 is- le» tJ,af) l 
1
a - 10 TJ,e s-vm is 9reater tJ.,af) 1.

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level 5 
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Fractions as Division Name: __________ _ 

Solve each problem. 

D Roger has 4 gallons of orange juice. He puts 
the same amount of juice into each of 
5 pitchers. How many gallons of orange 
juice are in 1 pitcher? 

IJ Greg made 27 ounces of potato salad to 
serve to 10 guests at a picnic. If each serving 
is the same size, how much potato salad will 
each guest receive? 

IJ Taylor has 5 yards of gold ribbon to decorate 
8 costumes for the school play. She plans to 
use the same amount of ribbon for each 
costume. How many yards of ribbon will she 
use for each costume? 

fJ Marta has 8 cubic feet of potting soil and 
3 flower pots. She wants to put the same 
amount of soil in each pot. How many cubic 
feet of soil will she put in each flower pot? 

II Chandra spends 15 minutes doing 4 math 
problems. She spends the same amount of 
time on each problem. How many minutes 
does she spend on each problem? 

D DeShawn is using 7 yards of wire fencing 
to make a play area for his puppy. He wants 
to cut the fencing into 6 pieces of equal 
length. How long will each piece of 
fencing be? 

fJ What is a division word problem that can be represented by i? 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.25 **

fractions As Quotients 

What You Need 

• Recording Sheet

What You Do 

1. Take turns. Choose a division model from the
Recording Sheet.

2. Tell your partner a division equation that
represents the model.

3. Your partner tells you a multiplication equation
to check the quotient.

4. Say how the two equations are related.

s. If your partner agrees, you each write your
equation on the Recording Sheet in the space
below the model.

_ I!] Check

1!1/1 Understanding 
Sketch a model to 
find the quotient of 
3 + 8. Write a 
division equation and 
a multiplication 

\. e_guation to represent 
the modef. 

The divirio/) model 

5'hOVVS" 3 + C, = t, becau5'e
there are 3 vvhole5' each 
divided into C, partr. 

I ca/) check tJ,e qvotie/)t by 
vvritif)9 a related 
multiplication equatiof): 
1 - )
r x' - r· 

� 
Shade in the model to show that the quotient% represents the division of the numerator by the 
denominator. Have your partner write a multiplication and division equation to show it. 

00 
Number and Operations-Fractions I Level 5 
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Ready® Center Activity 5.25 ** Recording Sheet 

Fractions As Quotients 

®®® 
= 

®®®® 
= 

Partner A ------

Partner B ------

X = 

X = 

®®®®® 
= X = 

EB EB EB EB EB EB 
= X 

Number and Operations-Fractions I Level S 

= 
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